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Efficiency Instead of Justice?: Searching for the Philosophical Foundations of the Economic Analysis of Law (Law and Philosophy Library)Springer, 2009
Economic analysis of law is an interesting and challenging attempt to employ the concepts and reasoning methods of modern economic theory so as to gain a deeper understanding of legal problems. According to Richard A. Posner it is the role of the law to encourage market competition and, where the market fails because transaction costs are too...
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Game Design Workshop: Designing, Prototyping, Playtesting GamesFocal Press, 2004
Master the craft of game design so you can create that elusive combination of challenge, competition, and interaction that players seek. This design workshop begins with an examination of the fundamental elements of game design; then puts you to work in prototyping, playtesting, and redesigning your own games with exercises that teach essential...
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The DevOps Adoption Playbook: A Guide to Adopting DevOps in a Multi-Speed IT EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Achieve streamlined, rapid production with enterprise-level DevOps


	Awarded DevOps 2017 Book of the Year, The DevOps Adoption Playbook provides practical, actionable, real-world guidance on implementing DevOps at enterprise scale. Author Sanjeev Sharma heads the DevOps practice for IBM; in this book, he provides unique...
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Dilemmas Of International Trade: Second Edition (Dilemmas in World Politics)Westview Press, 2000

	In the post-Cold War world, trade is the new arena for competition-between nations, between groups, between ethical and theoretical ideas. In this revised and updated second edition of Dilemmas of International Trade political economist Bruce Moon puts contemporary trade events--NAFTA, United States-Japan controversies, the Uruguay...
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Labour and the Challenges of Globalization: What Prospects for Transnational SolidarityPluto Press, 2008
'Labour and the Challenges of Globalization breaks new ground by anchoring the response of labour to globalization in the strategies of individual labour movements. Through ten excellent country reports, leading labour scholars show how new struggles are emerging in the face of hyper-competition and the expanding informalisation of work. It is a...
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Organizational Behavior: Securing Competitive AdvantageRoutledge, 2009
In today’s business environment, competition arises when other organizations seek to do what your company does, only better. Advantage is gained when you can do something your competitors find difficult to duplicate. Competitive advantage is further secured when competitors cannot duplicate your company’s special ability at all.
...
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Inspire!: Why Customers Come BackFT Press, 2009

	8 POWERFUL WAYS TO INSPIRE TODAY’S TOUGH CUSTOMERS IN TOUGH TIMES AND MAKE THEM STICK!


	 


	“With Jim Champy’s well-proven gift for keen management analysis, today’s essential notions of business...
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Strategic Supply Chain ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2004
"We have to get a handle on our supply chain."
These words have become a standard corner-office lament in today's no-room-for-error business arena. But even when companies address their most glaring supply chain challenges, they can still find that cost-effective and strategic supply chain management is hard to...
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Java 2 Micro EditionManning Publications, 2002
Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) is a technology defined by many specifications. These specifications help J2ME address the diverse needs of this wide spectrum of consumer products. This guide describes the architecture of J2ME and demonstrates the various specifications for programming Java applications. Through the use of a tutorial application...
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Cloud Computing: Automating the Virtualized Data Center (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2011

	Cloud computing is a paradigm shift in the IT industry similar to the displacement of local electric generators with the electric grid, providing utility computing, and it is changing the nature of competition within the computer industry. There are over a hundred companies that claim they can provide cloud services....
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Brand New: Solving the Innovation Paradox -- How Great Brands Invent and Launch New Products, Services, and Business ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Brand New’s revolutionary innovation process is a proven road map you can put to work immediately to create successful new products, services, and business models. Written by leading innovation practitioners, and the coauthor of the bestseller Customers for Life, the authors of this tightly focused, highly...
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Encyclopedia of Chart Patterns (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		The market's bestselling and most comprehensive reference on chart patterns, backed by statistics and decades of experience

	
		When the smart money trades the securities markets, they leave behind financial footprints. Combine enough footprints together and you have a trail to follow. That trail becomes...
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